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Highlights



Hong Kong stocks gave a strong performance, with CES HKMI up 7.5 per cent and
CES SCHK100 up more than 6.5 per cent
Hong Kong-Mainland cross border indices outperformed A-share indices. CES 120
and CES 300 rose 4.2 per cent and 4 per cent respectively; CES A80 gained 2.1 per
cent
Overseas-listed China concept technology shares rose sharply, driving CES P Elite
up 13.4 per cent
Bond Connect operated smoothly
MPFA reportedly considering including SSE and SZSE in its “list of approved stock



exchanges established in a place outside Hong Kong”
ADV of offshore A-share index futures increased by 10 per cent year-on-year









I.

Performance of CESC Indices

Hong Kong stocks gave a strong
performance, with the flagship index
of Hong Kong listed China concept
shares CES HKMI up 7.5 per cent and
Stock Connect Hong Kong blue chip
index CES SCHK100 up more than
6.5 per cent (see table 1). The P/Es
of CES HKMI and CES SCHK100 are
12x and 14x respectively.
Hong
Kong-Mainland
cross
border indices outperformed A-share
indices. CES 120 and CES 300 rose
4.2 per cent and 4 per cent respectively; CES A80 rose 2.1 per cent.
Overseas-listed China concept technology shares rose sharply, with Baidu and
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JD.com up 26.6 per cent and 15.2 per cent respectively, driving CES P Elite up a
significant 13.4 per cent. In late July, CES P Elite’s top five performers year to date were
Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu, JD.com and Ping An Insurance. From the beginning of the year to
the end of July, their share prices surged 76.5 per cent, 65.7 per cent, 37.7 per cent, 77.6
per cent and 51.8 per cent respectively (see table 2).

II.

Other Stock Indices

Emerging markets led the global market in July.
Kong stocks up 6.1 per cent. Emerging
markets as a whole and Indian stocks

China concept shares drove Hong

rose 5.5 per cent and 5.2 per cent
respectively. Mainland stock markets
also performed well. CSI 300 gained
1.9 per cent. Europe gave a weak
performance, with German stocks down
1.7 per cent (see figure 1).
MSCI Emerging Market (EM) Index
advanced to a five-year high, with the
Latin America Index and the Asia Index
in the EM series up 8.2 per cent and
more than 5 per cent respectively.
According to EPFR, which monitors
international fund flows, emerging market
equity funds had 19 straight weeks of net fund inflows, reflecting investors’ enthusiam about
high-growth markets despite impending rate hikes in the US.
The US Fed left its key interest rate unchanged, and if the economy stabilises might
shrink its balance sheet within the year. Its decision, which was in line with market
expectations, spurred the Dow Jones Industrial Average to a new high. S&P 500 VIX
touched a new low of 8.84, reflecting investor optimism about the US economy.
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S&P 500

gained 1.9 per cent.

III.

China-related Investment Activity Offshore

Bond Connect operated smoothly.
Bond Connect has been operating smoothly since its launch on 3 July. Official trading
volume under the scheme has not been announced, but some institutional investors
indicated they need more time to observe and understand the new link before deciding
whether to use it.
Foreigners’ concerns about trading Mainland bonds are mainly in the areas of
settlement, taxation, currency exchange and credit ratings. Investors are most concerned
about settlement as delivery vs payment is not available for some Mainland bonds. Hence,
the feasibility of payment and bond delivery and the pros and cons of the options have to be
studied.
Judging by the experience of Shanghai Connect, regulators such as those in
Luxembourg and Ireland are likely to take three to six months to observe the workings of a
new scheme before allowing funds regulated by them to invest through the scheme.
MPFA reportedly considering including SSE and SZSE in its “list of approved stock
exchanges established in a place outside Hong Kong”
Under Hong Kong’s MPF retirement scheme, citizens’ savings may be put into funds
investing in European, US and Japanese stocks, but no funds investing in Mainland A
shares are on offer. According to media reports, MPFA is considering whether to include
SSE and SZSE in its “list of approved stock exchanges established in a place outside Hong
Kong”. The reports added MPFA approval would be subject to a stringent process which
ensures disclosure, corporate governance, information flow, fund flow and other
requirements are satisfied.
There are currently 33 countries and regions on MPFA’s list of approved stock
exchanges, including Taiwan and Greece, which are small economies. While investment in
A shares is allowed, the percentage must not exceed 10 per cent. Market participants
believe the restriction has impeded the launch of A-share MPF products.
ADV of offshore A-share index futures increased by 10 per cent year-on-year
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With
continuing
overseas
investor interest in Mainland A shares,
the ADV of FTSE China A50 Index
futures
trading
in
Singapore
increased to 264,000 contracts in July,
up 10 per cent year on year (see
figure 2). Open interest, at 616,000
contracts, was flat compared to the
same time last year.
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Disclaimer
All information contained herein (the “Information”) is provided for reference only. China Exchanges Services Company Limited
endeavours to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information but makes no warranty or representation as to its accuracy,
completeness, reliability or suitability for any particular purpose. CESC accepts no liability (whether in tort or contract or otherwise)
whatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising from any inaccuracy or omission in the Information and/or from any decision,
action or non-action based or in reliance upon the Information. None of the Information is intended to constitute investment advice and/or a
recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision. Any person intending to use the Information and/or any
part thereof should seek independent professional advice. Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification, transmission, use, reuse
and/or storage of the Information in whole or in part, in any form or by any means are strictly prohibited without the prior written permission
of CESC. The Information is provided without warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied, including (but not limited to) warranties of
merchantability, merchantable quality, title, fitness for a particular purpose, security and non-infringement. China Securities Index Co, Ltd
will make its commercially reasonable endeavours to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the Information provided, but does not
guarantee its accuracy and reliability and accepts no liability (whether in tort or in contract or otherwise) for any loss or damage suffered by
any person arising from any inaccuracies or omissions and/or for any reliance placed on such Information.
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